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Action Alert
Third-party retirement plan administrator
sentenced for false statements on Form 5500
Government Action – A New World In 5500 Compliance
Starting in 2011, companies will be motivated to make 5500 compliance a priority. The last quarter of 2010
were witness to likely the first ever significant jail sentence related to a false statement on a Form 5500.
The owner of Philadelphia Pension Planning Corporation (PPPC), which managed the profit sharing plan
for Bustleton Landscaping Co. Inc., pleaded guilty to significantly overstating the assets of the plan to hide
major losses. She was sentenced to 15 months in prison, three years of supervised release and ordered to
pay more than $715,000, as announced by the U.S. Department of Labor’s (DOL) Employee Benefits
Security Administration in late November of last year.

What This Means For Your Company
In the past, the DOL has not been known to strongly enforce 5500 compliance and frankly, it has often
been a lower priority for many financial executives as a result.
This recent case involving PPPC indicates that the DOL is paying more attention to Form 5500,
subsequently, financial executives will need to as well. In addition, it highlights the vulnerability of a
company that does not have proper vendor management procedures in place.

Next Steps
We recommend that companies create and enforce a process for ensuring the accuracy of the Form 5500.
This is particularly important for companies involved in mergers and acquisition activities as we have found
those situations are ripe for details of the 5500 to be overlooked.
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Options for this process include launching an internal initiative for establishing protocols to effectively
manage the vendors of their benefit plans and accuracy of the 5500, or engaging with an outside,
independent expert to verify the validity of the plan information and/or audit and manage the vendor
relationship process.

About Optimatum Group, LLC
Optimatum Group LLC is a vendor management firm which specializes in helping clients optimize health
plan costs without shifting costs to employees or cutting benefits. We work with senior executives to
deliver hard-dollar cost savings quickly and maintain savings year after year.
We provide independent, vendor-neutral expertise in pharmacy, medicine, nursing, actuarial science and
plan management. By uncovering and eliminating unnecessary expenses and engaging in active, ongoing
plan management, our services lead to healthier balance sheets and P&L statements.
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